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Abstract

This paper presents 3φLSSD, a novel, easily-
automatable approach for scan insertion and ATPG
of asynchronous circuits. 3φLSSD inserts scan latches
only into global circuit feedback paths, leaving the lo-
cal feedback paths of asynchronous state-storing gates in-
tact. By employing a three-phase LSSD clocking scheme
and complemented by a novel ATPG method, our ap-
proach achieves industrial quality testability with signifi-
cantly less area overhead testing the same number of faults
compared to full-scan LSSD. The effectiveness of our ap-
proach is demonstrated on an asynchronous SOC inter-
connection fabric, where our 3φLSSD ATPG tool achieved
over 99% test coverage.

1. Introduction

In the class of “bundled-data” asynchronous circuits
(data arrive as a bundle w.r.t. a request or acknowledgement
signal), the datapath is a collection of pipeline latches and
combinational circuits, as in a standard synchronous sys-
tem. Thus, testing the datapath is straightforward and stan-
dard testing techniques can be applied. On the other hand,
testing asynchronous control is harder because there is a
large number of local state variables which are not updated
with a global clock signal. Moreover, C gates, which are
commonly used as storage elements, hold the state in a feed-
back loop, rather than in a conventional latch or flip/flop. C
gates are effectively a special form of set-reset latches, e.g.
a 2-input C gate waits until both its inputs assume the same
logic value, then sets its output to that value.

Conventional, full-scan methods have been successfully
employed for testing asynchronous circuits [1]: each feed-
back loop is broken, in test mode, by inserting a LSSD-type
scan-latch. The contribution of this paper is a systematic
partial-scan approach, which avoids inserting scan latches
to break the local feedback loops present in C gates.

2. Testing C gates

Since the feedback loops in the C-gates are not
‘scanned’, sequential patterns must be generated to pro-
vide adequate fault coverage. In our experience, due to
the existence of the feedback path, commercial ATPG
tools are unable to generate test patterns that produce sat-
isfactory fault coverage. Even adding gates to control the
feedback value, does not raise the coverage of the pat-
terns over 89%.
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Figure 1. The 2-input C-gate.

Figure 1 shows an implementation of a 2-input C gate us-
ing common std. cells. If the feedback is removed, i.e. the
output feeding back is considered as another primary in-
put, a C gate is transformed into a combinational circuit for
which ATPG can trivially produce test patterns. It can be
shown (the proof is not included due to space limitations)
that the faults in the “complete C gate” dominate those of
the “combinational C gate”, thus the patterns generated for
the latter can be used for testing the complete C gate.

Care must be taken to put the automatically generated
patterns in the right order, so that the output of the C gate,
when a pattern is applied, becomes the Q’ input of the next
pattern. Moreover hazards, which can occur when both in-
puts of the C gate change in opposite directions, should be
avoided. Table 1 shows a safe pattern sequence for a 2-input
C gate, which achieves 100% stuck-at fault coverage. Note
that two patterns are used twice to avoid hazards (marked
with *).



global local
a 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
b 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
q 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0

* *

Table 1. Test patterns for the 2-input C gate.

3. Testing asynchronous interconnect

The C gate test patterns presented above can be used to
test CHAIN [2], an asynchronous interconnect fabric, us-
ing a partial scan approach where scan-latches are inserted
only at global feedback loops. All the interconnect build-
ing blocks contain variations of the same circuit, a 1-of-5
pipeline latch (fig. 2), which stores and forwards the trans-
mitted data. The global loop indicated in the figure is bro-
ken by placing a scan-latch just before the inverter.
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Figure 2. 1-of-5 pipeline latches.

The parallel C gates inside the pipeline latches all ex-
hibit the same connectivity: an ‘independent’ input (a) com-
ing from the upstream pipeline latch, one ‘common’ input
from the scan-latch (b for the acknowledge signal) and their
outputs become the ‘a-inputs’ of the next stage1. The inten-
tion is to use the same patterns for all five parallel C gates,
thus testing the same faults in all C gates simultaneously.
This also helps to keep the number of patterns and the test
time to a minimum.

Many of the C-gate patterns have the property that the
produced gate output value is the same as that of their ‘inde-
pendent’ input a. These are the first five patterns in table 1,
called ‘global’. The importance of these patterns is that they
can be used to exercise all the pipeline latches along a link
route (from an initiator to a target) simultaneously, since the
same values are generated at the a-inputs of all the C gates

1 For routing elements of the interconnect, the C gates have 2 ‘common’
inputs; the second comes from a control block which selects one of
two parallel pipeline latches and is controlled by a scan-latch.

in all the latches in the link route. This saves a significant
amount of test time.

For the remaining C gate patterns, called ‘local’ here,
each pipeline latch must be tested independently. To apply
the local patterns to a specific latch, the upstream latches in
the link route must be made to generate the appropriate val-
ues, while the ones downstream must be set to propagate the
results to the end of the link route.

Having the sets of test patterns required for the indi-
vidual parts of a CHAIN interconnection, it is relatively
straightforward to automate the production of a complete
sequence of test patterns for a given topology. Such a pro-
gram has been implemented and tested in a number of
CHAIN topologies.

3.1. Evaluation

The presented method was evaluated using an intercon-
nect fabric with 3 initiators and 5 targets. A total of 50
scan latches were required; 98 including the boundary scan-
latches at the inputs and outputs. A full-scan approach [1]
would require at least 146 scan-latches (194, incl. bound-
ary scan). Thus, our partial scan approach requires about a
third of the scan elements (half incl. boundary scan). Al-
though the scan-latches required are larger, the results for
the whole interconnect show that 3φ LSSD reduced the total
area by 60%. Moreover, since for both types of scan latches
the path from the input to the output is through a multi-
plexer and two latches, the delay overhead of both methods
is identical.

The 3φ LSSD automated test pattern generator produced
a sequence of 424 patterns for the interconnect, which
achieve a total test coverage of over 99.5%. This coverage
includes faults in the boundary scan latches and the scan
chain. In fact, the only faults that are undetected are in the
control blocks of the arbiters, where a metastability filter,
implemented with standard cells, requires the use of OR
gates with all inputs tied together, which cannot be tested
for stuck-at-0 faults at their inputs individually.
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